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Hesse Lignal says it has revolutionised the paint industry with the launch of its Fantastic Fill primer, a primer that
can save up to 50% in coats and processing times.  

Meet Fantastic Fill, Hesse Lignal’s remarkable new primer
Fantastic Fill is a polyurethane isolation
primer with high body and remarkable surface
smoothness, which in parallel optimises
sanding characteristics and shortens the
sanding process.
It is a thixotropic application-friendly primer
that facilitates application on edges and vertical
components without negatively impacting
levelling on horizontal surfaces even on MDF.
Thomas Feldmann, product manager for
Hesse-Lignal, asks: “Why spend a fortune on
primers which then require laborious sanding?”
This was the question posed at the beginning of
the development process.
The Fantastic Fill sets new standards for its
ability to stay on vertical surfaces – its filling
power and levelling effect significantly reduces
the need for sanding. The rapid intermediate
drying time of two hours is a big step forward in
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the marketplace. What this means for finishing
is significantly reduced processing times,
allowing for greater production but without
compromising on quality. It provides the perfect
base for the Hesse Colour systems.
The benefits of Fantastic Fill are: one coat; 20%
less sanding required; can be sanded after two
hours; eight hour pot life; no thinning required;
and an impressive filling power and levelling
effect.
Hesse strives to be at the forefront of wood
coatings, and once more it claims to have
surpassed standards for heat-, chemical- and
scratch-resistance with Fantastic Fill. The
lacquers are independently tested and certified,
resulting in a system which meets the IMO
standard for seagoing vessels as well as Class
B1 fire certification to DIN 4102.
In respect of the well-being of sprayers and
end users, Hesse’s Fantastic Fill formulation is
free of wood preservatives, toxic-heavy metals,
phthalate plasticisers and formaldehyde.
Following the successful launch of Fantastic
Fill in Europe, Hesse Lignal has utilised its
partnership with Redwood Innovations to
distribute the product in the UK. The highlytrained staff at Redwood can answer queries
on applications over the phone and on site if
required.
To book in for a demo of the Fantastic Fill
primer contact Redwood Innovations, open
Monday to Friday from 7.30am-4.30pm.
02392 233310
redwoodinnovations.co.uk
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